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As a preparation for the discussions about teaching at the meeting…
Please think about the follwing aspects:

Teaching methods
Explaining or lecturing
Explaining, or lecturing, is the process of teaching by giving spoken explanations of the subject that is to be
learned. Lecturing is often accompanied by visual aids to help students visualize an object or problem
Demonstration
Demonstrating is the process of teaching through examples or experiments. For example, a science teacher
may teach an idea by performing an experiment for students. A demonstration may be used to prove a fact
through a combination of visual evidence and associated reasoning
Collaboration / Active Learning
Collaboration allows students to actively participate in the learning process by talking with each other and
listening to other points of view. Examples: Group projects, group work , class discussions, cooperative
learning (e.g. think-pair-share), student debate, reaction to a video, class game, ...
Learning by teaching
In this teaching method, students assume the role of teacher and teach their peers. Students who teach others
as a group or as individuals must study and understand a topic well enough to teach it to their peers.

Testing
Written tests, e.g. essays, question-answer, multiple choice, ...
Oral Tests
Standardized or non-standardized tests
Test developed by individual teacher or by teachers’ teams or by educational agency
Frequency of tests
What is the aim of testing: feedback, selection, ...
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Influence of the students on teaching and testing
Teaching:
Influence on contents and methods
Who decides if students have an influence on teaching? Institutional requirements or individual teachers’
decisions, or...
Testing:
Influence on the form of testing, on the date, on the content
Who decides if students have an influence on testing? Institutional requirements or individual teachers’
decisions, or...

Which competences will the teaching methods and the forms of testing create?
Differentiated learning, Differentiation, providing different students with different avenues to learning

Discussion about education
-

Name 3 present issues in educational discussion in your country
Name 3 educational challenges/problems at your school
Name 3 problems/topics which concern you most in your daily lessons

